24. Febr. 77 4 mg

The time-effect-curve: after ~30 min the first
effects, which are increasing for the first 30-60
min. a warm feeling in the total body,
a light head-pressure, which is changing after a
time in the feeling, that your head is one
"balloon" without any anatomic differentiation.
The visual (colors) perception is not very much
increased (more after ~ 6h), the perception is
only subtle changed (at least I did not notice
it), I did not see sharper as after DOM. I noticed
more subtle waves of movement, very smooth,
not to busy as with DOM.
The tactile perception is enhanced; a feeling like
with STP (boom) and MDMA (tissue, flesh) together.
The acoustical perception is slightly enhanced.
The taste is not too much decreased as with DOM,
but the feeling of soft flaccid food is increased.
- After 8-10h mainly no effect more; no trouble
with sleep (as with DOM)
All together, the drug has an effect of serotonic
and sensual enhancement but at heart
at such a dosage lesser no disturbance, no
overwhelming extroperspective feature.
The main effect for me was (is) - perhaps a-typically
increased again as with STP as a result of our talksthat this substance still more than DOM "studies
in my head" that should express, that more
the introperspection - not too much the outer
world - was the main feature.
Although the thinking process was something
not so straight forward as with DOM; sometimes
it was more the pleasure and play of
thoughts, than the necessity of thinking.
However the substance is very helpful for
the experience of yourself and the world, your
world; it lifts (as STP) normal familiar
thinking patterns and allows you to experience
with more freedom. Because of the easier
handling of the outer world (less sensoric
disturbance and easier controlling) and a less
"Amphetamine-effect" it seems to me, that this
compound is a better possibility for a ??????
and experience during a "normal weekday".
The danger of a separation from body and
mind is not so large, because the bodyfeeling is always existent and very good.
so the dualism (the old man) from mind and
body seems to be non existent anymore (for my feeling
very important, is one's want to create more specific compounds)
This is mostly a personal comment; a more official elaborated
and pharmacological report could be done if desired.
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